A Webinar on Energy Audit was organized in association with Institute of Engineers IE(I) Student chapter & Department of Electrical and Electronics Engg, SBCE using Cisco WebEx platform. Speaker of the event was Prof. Nandan Gopinath, Faculty of Department of EEE, Sree Buddha College of Engineering, Aleppey Dist. The duration was for 1 hour. 81 Registered Participants were there out of which 53 external participants were there. The topic was based on 5th Module of Elective paper, Energy Management and Auditing(EE474/482) as per APJ Abdul Kalam University syllabus. The speaker explained the different types and phases involved in Energy Audit. The necessity of Energy Audit and the significance of Bureau of energy efficiency was well explained. The general aspects of Power distribution in India with reference to Central Electricity Commission was also discussed. Feedback was collected and Event was Rated with 5 Stars with 69.8% as per data from google feedback sheets.